
   
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Overview 
Singapore’s Nanyang Technological University(NTU)  is an internationally 
renowned research-intensive tertiary institution, with its broad-based 
education offerings covering science and technology, business and the arts, 
as well as entrepreneurial and leadership skills to prepare students for a 
global world. 
 
Business Challenges  
The rapid growth of NTU over recent years has resulted in a significant 
increase in the number of IT devices and electronic services required to 
support the students, academics and administrative staff. 
 
This has resulted in the IT team spending most of their working day 
monitoring multiple devices to ensure the campus IT infrastructure is 
running smoothly. 
 
Additionally, as there has been little time for more strategic IT initiatives, the 
IT team has not been able to dedicate the time or resources necessary to 
configure rules and alerts effectively, which has consistently forced them 
into fire-fighting mode, trying to figure out where the problems are after the 
fact. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 Customer Name: Nanyang Technological 
University 

 Industry: Education 
 Location: Singapore 
 Number of End-users: 33,500 
 Number of devices: Up to 500 devices 
 Components: Oracle Database, Webservers, 

Helpdesk, Library Proxy 
 

BUSINESS CHALLENGES 
 As more devices and online services are added to 

the IT infrastructure, the IT team was spending 
more time and resources to monitor multiple 
devices and ensuring the campus IT Infrastructure 
to be running smoothly.  
 

 This resulted in less time for configuring rules and 
alerts for the IT department to contribute to the 
growth of the tertiary institution. Leading them to 
fire-fighting mode consistently. 
 

BUSINESS RESULTS 
 Dramatic decrease in IT end user complaints: IT 

end-users were giving IT department higher 
satisfaction feedback scores.  
 

 IT team delivering more strategic value-add 
services: Automated IT monitoring allowed IT 
team to focus on delivering value-added services 
and fixing problems before the end-user 

IT Monitoring Leads To More Strategic Work for IT Team 

“We needed to build more trust between our team and end-users. Up to this point, our end-users were alerting us of issues 
when script fails. This can be seen with high volume of end-user complain. With NetGain Monitoring solution, the IT team is 
now alerted to problems first and could fix them before end-users were impacted. This built the trust between the IT team and 
the end-users, and this was reflected with higher IT satisfaction scores. “  

NTU IT Team 
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Evaluating NetGain System’s Service 
NTU’s IT team approached a selection of vendors to assess the various IT monitoring solutions available, but it could 
not get past NetGain Systems Service – a service that met NTU‘s exact requirements. A key winning point for 
NetGain Systems’ service was the school would not be required to allocate additional bandwidth or manpower to 
manage it because it is delivered as a Service. 
 
Advantages upon using NetGain Systems:  
 Being able to monitor more than 200 servers all in a single console. 
 Able to detect minor and major issues, in just a minute of occurrence. 
 IT team was no longer in the firefighting mode. 
 
Within a week of using NetGain Systems Monitoring Service, NTU’s IT team saw a dramatic decrease in end-user 
complaints, thus increasing the trust between the end-user and the IT team. The IT team was also getting higher 
end-user satisfaction scores, as their customers now faced less IT downtime. 
 
The rapid growth of NTU over recent years has resulted in a significant increase in the number of IT devices and 
electronic services required to support the students, academics and administrative staff. 

 
 

 
About NetGain Systems 
 
Our vision is to deliver a world-class infrastructure 
monitoring service to Asia’s most successful companies, 
large or small. In this last decade, NetGain Systems have 
grown rapidly and built an enviable reputation with 
customers, because when they work with NetGain Systems, 
they know they’ll get the best solution in the industry – a 
solution that is cost-effective, extremely easy-to-use, and 
grows with them as they grow and evolve. When customers 
work with NetGain Systems, they welcome NetGain 
Systems as a seamless and integral part of their IT team. 

 
 

4012 Tech Place 1 #07-14  
Ang Mo Kio Avenue 10  

Singapore 569628  
 

T: +65 6456 1722  
F: +65 6456 1665  

E: assistance@netgain-systems.com 

“As the IT team could do away with long hours spent monitoring its IT infrastructure,we have become more 
strategic in our approach to IT. This has lead to higher professional satisfaction within the IT team, as we can now 
focus on future opportunities knowing that their IT infrastructure is being taken care of, all the while delivering 
higher value to the school. 

NTU IT TEAM 


